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INTERMITTENT MOTION IN
DARK ROOMS - JOHN AKRE

The letters in CAVE might stand
for something else, but just the
experience of watching a movie
with an audience is cave-like: you
are somewhere dark, maybe
underground, surrounded by the
world but separated, protected.
The first movies were cave
drawings illuminated by torches
that made that horse drawn with
eight legs into a galloping steed
thanks to the intermittent light
projected onto it by a dancing
flame. When we gather in the
Bryant Lake Bowl Theater,
protected and safe and yet
constantly reminded of the chaos
outside due to the rumbles of
bowling balls rolling and striking
pins, we inherit the experience of
those cave viewers.
In 1987, I moved to Minneapolis, a
place where screens and sheets
and TV glass seemed to be
glowing with strange images
around every dark corner. In my
first couple years I barely
remember video art at Riflesport
Art Gallery on Hennepin Avenue
and in warehouses that weren't
supposed to be occupied in
Northeast Minneapolis. Slightly
more above ground was a
screening space that UC Video,
which later became Intermedia
Arts, had in the warehouse
district.

I remember lugging my super 8
projector on the bus one night to
project my hand scratched and
drawn film on a band there,
something I remember also doing
on the loading dock of the
Minneapolis Institute of Arts, a
loading dock that dissolved into a
later museum expansion.
I remember seeing movie after
movie at Film in the Cities' Jerome
Hill Theater, which felt like it was
underground because you had to
walk for blocks into the depths of
an ancient St. Paul office building
before coming upon the table
with a couple volunteers selling
you tickets and popcorn, and
showing you the theater door.
In the 90's I remember the film
screenings at a small theater off
Nicollet near Loring Park, silent
movies with strange soundtracks,
open reels run by Matt Bakkom
and Mark Wojahn where
anybody could bring a film or a
video, and experimental
programs put together by Lisa
Ganser and others in places like
the Intermedia Arts building on
Lyndale Avenue. There was the
University Film Society, and I
spent many evenings in the noisy
radiator heat of Bell Auditorium
and Nicholson Hall seeing the
movies that followed Al Milgrom's
hand-drawn advertising slides.

INTERMITTENT MOTION IN
DARK ROOMS (CONTINUED)

I remember seeing screenings on
film or video in coffee shops long
gone, and in bars like Grumpy's
downtown, where a narrow side
room often clattered with 16mm.
Mostly, though, I remember
walking past the big broken glass
fish and down those steps of the
Walker auditorium and seeing
that huge screen light up with
something that would change
everything in my ways of thinking
and seeing. In addition to just the
movies I saw at the Walker
Cinema, I listened to some of the
people who made them speak
about their films, like
experimental animator Robert
Breer, who shared the stage with
a small roomba-like robot that he
had built and that moved in its
own patterns, completely
ignoring him.
I remember seeing Werner
Herzog with Roger Ebert on the
night that Herzog handed out to
the audience a photocopied piece
of paper on which was printed his
Minneapolis Manifesto, his plea to
make documentaries that tell the
ecstatic truth. I remember seeing
Stan Brakhage there, and then
the next day at MCAD he opened
up his fanny pack and showed his
portable film painting and
scratching kit.

I remember seeing and then
afterwards talking to
experimental animator Joanna
Priestly, a night that radically
rotated my animation world, and
as well getting a chance to chat
with Agnes Varda, my guide to
the underworld of personal
documentary.
Many of those places that showed
me what films could be, and that
also sometimes gave me a chance
to show others what I thought
about flashing light, are long
gone, but the Walker is still
around and still inspires. We also
have the Film Society, now in St.
Anthony Main, the Trylon, and so
many other theaters and rooms
showing strange things and
giving folks a place to show their
strange things.
And then there is Cellular
Cinema, which is old enough to
feel like an institution, but
underground enough that some
shows remind me of my early
basement screenings, at least
based on audience size. And
CAVE, which presses so much
madness into one frozen
weekend. Those histories of all
those dark rooms are all here as
we once again gather in this cave
to stare at the light, and make
those horses run and get inspired
by the people who reflect that
flickering light in our faces.

DO NOT
LOOK AT
THE
PICTURE

NAZLI DINÇEL - 7PM FRIDAY - BLB

Untitled
Nazli Dincel
12min, digital 2016
Solidarity
Joyce Wieland
11min, 16mm, 1973
Shape of a Surface
Nazli Dincel
9min, 16mm, 2017
Futility
Greta Snider
9min, 16mm, 1989
Between Relating and Use
Nazli Dincel
9min, 16mm, 2018
New Improved Institutional Quality:
In the Environment of Liquids and
Nasals a Parasitic Vowel Sometimes
Develops
Owen Land
10min, 1976
Instructions on How to Make a Film
Nazli Dincel
13min, 16mm, 2018

NOTES
ON THE
HINTERLAND

LOCAL PROGRAM - 9PM FRIDAY - BLB

In metaphorical and psychological terms,
the idea of Hinterland (Hinter: German,
“behind, beyond”) is rich with possibility for
describing mysterious inner states of the
heart and soul, which are often also
shadowy and risky, awe-inspiring and
fearful.
Exploring the Hinterland is not glamorous.
It's slow progress with a machete, hacking
through the underbrush. It's thick with bugs
and muck, and creatures in the trees, eyes
watching you in the dark. It would be
easier, safer, more pleasant to stay on the
coast. The sole reason to go inland is simple:
the desire to know what's in there.
Cellular Cinema's local program will
incorporate new work by longtime
contributors and newcomers, including:
Carl Elsaesser
Maret Polzine
Felip Mafasoli
Sam Hoolihan
John Akre
Ryan Clancy
Trevor Adams
Hannah Hamalian.
Shelby Dillon

16MM
CYANOTYPE
LOOP
WORKSHOP

MARGARET RORISON - 10AM
SATURDAY - MIRRORLAB

In this workshop, participants will work
with this 19th Century photographic process
in combination with 16mm film to create
their own 16mm cyanotype film loops.
Participants will work with 16mm film that
has been previously coated
in cyanotype solution (an iron-based
emulsion sensitive to UV light), creating
positive images by placing objects or
negatives over the UV sensitive film,
exposing the film to UV light, then rinsing
the film in water to develop beautiful blue
patterns and forms.
We will go over the emulsion making and
coating process, but for the purpose of time,
the film will have been pre-coated prior to
the workshop. Through this DIY process, we
will be creating patterns of light and dark
that will spill over onto the margin typically
reserved for sound.
The 16mm projector will read these patterns
of light and dark and translate them into
sound. We will explore how to repeat
patterns on continuous frames (24 frames =
1 second of film projection) and how to
explore the destruction/creation of the
optical soundtrack.

THE
DROWNED
WORLD

MARGARET RORISON - 7PM
SATURDAY - BLB

The Drowned World
(work in progress)
Margaret Rorison
20min, 16mm to digital, 2020
sound of a million insects, light of a
thousand stars
Tomonari Nishikawa
2min, 35mm-digital, 2014
Roslyn Romance (Is It Really True?)
Bruce Baillie
16min, 16mm, 1976
Memory of August
Margaret Rorison
6min, 16mm, 2017
understory
Margaret Rorison
10min, 16mm to video, 2019
vindmøller
Margaret Rorison
3min, 16mm, 2014

SOME
SCREAMING,
BOATS,
ZOMBIES

VERTICAL CINEMA - 9PM
SATURDAY - BLB

Boat Film
Philip Rabalais
8 min, SD/HD/16mm, 2020 (wip)
Paper Bag Test
Trevon Coleman
4.5 min, HD video, 2019
The Real Thing
Julianna Villarosa
3 min, SD/16mm, 2018
Sengoko - "The Keep"
Julianna Villarosa
3 min, SD/HD video, 2018
Walking Contradiction
Philip Rabalais, Auden Lincoln-Vogel,
Michael Wawzenek
3 min, SD video, 2019
Work
Trevon Coleman
3 min, 8mm/16mm on video, 2019
Stress Ball
Michael Wawzenek
7 min, HD video, 2019
NO EXIT
Auden Lincoln-Vogel
8 min, HD video, 2019
Tā
Zhou Hao
15 min, HD video, 2020 (wip)

FILMMAKING
BY
OTHER
MEANS

PANEL DISCUSSION & RECEPTION
SUNDAY - 11AM
WALKER ART CENTER MEDIATHEQUE

Artists from the 2020 CAVE Festival will
share excerpts from their current works-inprogress and will discuss how they use
techniques and practices from art forms
outside the realm of cinema.
Followed by a reception at Esker Grove

Panelists:
Nazli Dinçel
Margaret Rorison
Richard Wiebe
Michael Wawzenek

Respondents:
Kevin Obsatz
Cellular Cinema
Michael Walsh
(Assistant Curator
Walker Art Center Mediatheque

LOCATIONS, PARTNERS,
SPONSORS & MORE...

Bryant Lake Bowl Theater
810 W Lake St
Minneapolis, MN 55408
(612) 825-3737
www.bryantlakebowl.com
tickets: $6-12, sliding scale

MIRRORLAB / The White Page
3400 Cedar Ave
Minneapolis, MN 55407
www.mirrorlab.tumblr.com

Walker Art Center
725 Vineland Pl
Minneapolis, MN 55403
www.walkerart.org
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Skewed Visions
Charles Campbell

Logo Design & Animation by
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Catalog Essay by John Akre

Special thanks:
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For more information:
Cellular Cinema
www.cellularcinema.org
facebook.com/groups/cellularcinema
Nazli Dincel
www.nazlidincel.com
Margaret Rorison
www.margaretrorison.com
Vertical Cinema
www.facebook.com/verticalcinemauiowa

